Name of the Tool

Springer Link

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://link.springer.com/

Subject

Bibliography

Accessibility

On subscription basis.

Language

English and German (Deutsch)

Publisher

Springer International Publishing AG.

Brief History

Julius Springer founded Springer-Verlag in Berlin in 1842 and his son
Ferdinand Springer grew it from a small firm of 4 employees into Germany's
second largest academic publisher. Springer provides its electronic book and
journal content on its SpringerLink site, which launched in 1996.

Scope and Coverage

Springer Link is a database of academic journals and books, focusing on the
various disciplines. It covers some major subjects like Architecture &
Design, Astronomy , Biomedical Sciences , Business & Management ,
Chemistry , Computer Science, Earth Sciences & Geography , Economics ,
Education & Language , Energy, Engineering , Environmental Sciences ,
Food Science & Nutrition etc. It includes more than 10 million (10,122,327
resources as on 27th Sep 2016) resources.

Kind of Information

This tool provides distribution of content types, distribution of subdiscipline, and distribution of language under a particular topic. e.g.: under
the topic ‘chemistry’ distributions are as follows:

In case of journal, list of the hyperlinked journals name with their cover page
are available here. An example is given below for clear understanding.

Under each particular journal, details of the journals like cover page,
browsing option for its archives, ISSN, about journal, latest article list etc.
present. An example (under the journal “Journal of General Internal
Medicine”) is given below through print screen.

Impact factor, availability of volumes and issues also present here.

As like journal in case of book, list of the hyperlinked books name with their
cover page are available here. Under each particular book, details of the book
like cover page, author or editor name, year, price, ISBN (printed and
online), about book, table of content, reviews etc. present. An example is
given below for clear understanding.

More detail of the book named ‘A doctorate and beyond’ is given below.

Special Features

 Links to social networking site like Facebook, Twitter etc.
 RSS feed support present.
 Contact and feedback facility availability.

Arrangement Pattern

Name of the disciplines are arranged in alphabetical order.

Under a discipline one can sort their search various content (like book,
journal, articles, book series) according Old – New and New – Old
publication date wise. e.g.:
Old to New

Remarks

Comparable Tools

It’s a wonderful bibliographic tool for students, researchers and teachers in
present day context for academic, business and other purposes. It has often
played a vital role in redesigning and reorienting university syllabi based on
its valuable books.

 The National Academies Press (NAP) (https://www.nap.edu/#)

 Facet publishing (http://www.facetpublishing.co.uk/index.php)

Date of Access

December 22, 2016

